Abstract—Growing concern for reduced power dissipation, cost and latency motivates us to revisit header optimizations. Headers contribute to about 30-40% of DC traffic and is responsible for equal proportion of consumed power. This amounts to significant overhead on per byte transfer of payload. In the past, highly inflexible switches have limited the focus of header optimizations primarily on end-host or edge network routers. Further, strict compliance to protocols by switches/routers along the path have limited the segments of headers that can be optimized. Recent evolution of Software Defined Network (SDN) brings in several opportunities to control over switches. We believe that if SDN's finer handle to the switching devices is exploited, it can help deal with header information.

In this paper, we exploit the capabilities of SDN and introduce a new functionality that can effectively replace the redundant and repetitive header information with shorter unique identity. We present Scissors that trims the headers lower in the protocol stack. As a replacement for routing, we introduce the notion of Flow-ID, where all packets belonging to a flow are identified using this unique Flow-ID. We leverage the capabilities of the SDN to dynamically allow switching devices to route the packets based on the Flow-IDs. Our approach of trimming header at the switching devices leaves the hosts unmodified making it highly adoptable for DC environment. We show that our approach can decrease switch fabric power consumption by a factor of 2.5 compared to an existing L2 switch and reduce the latency by about 30% for a significant fraction (around 30-50%) of the network traffic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Latency, Power and Cost have been the top three critical optimization parameters for DCs and will continue to be so with ever increasing demand in the future. Independently these parameters have set very stringent bounds. The increasing mandate to handle higher capacities and sophisticated network management functions have increased the cost of networking devices. A modern DC Cisco Switch providing traffic classification is at least twice as expensive as those with just switching capabilities [1]. This trends is likely to continue with even stringent bounds. There is a pressing need to address these growing concerns in a combined manner to achieve any meaningful gain.

The aforementioned parameters are well connected, an association that is less exploited in network optimization techniques. For instance, shrinking latency demands have made Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) an indispensable part of networking devices, but has higher power costs. In this paper we identify redundancy, especially header redundancies which constitute about 30-40% of DC traffic, to have the potential to provide combined gains on power, latency and cost. Headers have an impeding effect on latencies, endorsing effect on the complexities of processing thereby increasing power and cost. We believe that performing optimizations on such voluminous redundant data will provide more than miniature gains along these parameters.

In the past, header redundancies have been often revisited by researchers [2], [3] but have remained confined to selected categories of networks. This has been partly due to underlying transport protocol requirements and partly due to highly inflexible and rigid switching devices. For the same reasons, end-to-end negotiations have been adopted so that the communicating parties are a-priori aware of the compression and the decompression protocol. We believe that the recent introduction of the SDN [4] will unravel the inflexible switching limitations allowing more fine-grained control on handling of flows and packets at the switching devices.

In this work we exploit the benefits of OpenFlow [5], a standard for SDN by providing a framework: Scissors, our new functionality that trims down the packet headers much lower in the protocol stacks transparent to the end hosts. As a replacement, we provide shorter tag called Flow-ID and all routing is performed on the basis of these tags. Such a mechanism removes the overhead of the headers on the network and saves the real estate required for storing the flow information on hardware devices. Our approach works within the capability of the SDN framework and does not add additional functional or management overhead. We show that this trimming can provide overall gains of latency, power in DC and significant reduction to premium silicon real estate thereby lowering associated costs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present some of the observation in DC through analyzing the DC traces in the background study. We briefly describe the power and latency in Section III. In Section IV, we present Scissors that leverages SDN to trim the header information. Expected gains using Scissors are evaluated and presented in Section V. We review existing literature in the context of header compressions/optimization and highlight the main differences in Section VI. We finally present our conclusions in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND

We present the impact of the header availability through observations made in the DC traffic. In an attempt to compute the overhead associated with transferring per byte of payload we estimate the payload to header ratio: # of bytes in payload / # of bytes in header. We use the DC traces presented in [6] to observe the per byte payload overhead. Fig. 1 shows the CDF plot of the overhead. It can be seen that around 40% of the packets contain zero bytes of payload (packets carrying only the header’s). Only 30-40% of the packets are fully loaded packets.

As observed, significant portion being just headers motivates us to optimize the headers. Headers contain the necessary information for the switches to determine the routes and actions to be performed on the packets. All the information required by the router for determining actions are available in the first packet of the flow. Repeatedly performing the same actions on the subsequent packets of the flow is duplicative and leaves scope for optimization. We believe these optimizations will improve both the lantency (as it is function of network load) and power (as headers are the single most component responsible for complex processing at the switches). In rest of the paper, we use OpenFlow and SDN interchangeably.

III. POWER AND LATENCY MODELS

We model the (a) power consumption and (b) end-to-end latencies for a flow.

A. Power Dissipation in Switching Fabric

Power dissipation by the switching fabric is a function of operations and the underlying hardware/software associated with performing these operations. In order to understand the functional units of a switching device we refer to a pipeline reference architecture provided in [7]. Functionally it consists of a header parser, a input arbiter, a lookup operation, a mediator, a packet editor and the output ports out of which the lookup operation (that involves several memory operations) lie in the critical path of the switching device. Among these functional units the lookup operation is the dominating factor in terms of power consumption compared to other operations e.g., header parsing and packet forwarding to output ports.

Power Due to Lookup Operations ($P_{lp}$): The extracted fields from the header are used to perform a lookup operation for a matching entry in the flow table. Two kinds of memory structures are often used in implementing a hardware table: SRAM and TCAM. SRAMs offer low-power operations and are typically used for storing exact match entries where the lookup can be performed by asserting address line (wordline) and reading the corresponding bitlines. The latencies are higher for SRAM and therefore are lesser preferred than the TCAM. TCAMs are used to implement lookup tables and packet classifications in hardware. TCAM’s are used for achieving high-speed lookup times which are important for achieving line rates in high performance networks. However, they are notoriously power-hungry. A TCAM operation can consume about 150 times more power than an equivalent operation in SRAM. A combination of SRAM and TCAM is typically used in modern day switches to store tables. Power is dependent on the nature of operation performed on these tables and is either a write or search operation. Therefore the total power consumption can be written as follows:

$$P_{lp} = E_{s-search}N_{lp}+E_{s-wr}N_{in}+E_{f-search}N_{lp}+E_{f-wr}N_{in}$$

(1)

where $N_{lp}$ and $N_{in}$ are the number of lookup and insert operations performed per second, $E_{s-search}$ and $E_{s-wr}$ are the energy associated with search and write of an entry in the SRAM, $E_{f-search}$ and $E_{f-wr}$ are the energy associated with search and write of an entry in TCAM. SRAM and TCAM search and write operations are functions of bitline size (number of cell columns) and word length (number of rows).

$$P_{total} = P_{lp} * N_{switches}$$

(2)

where $N_{switches}$ denotes number of switches along the path of the flow.

B. Latency in L2 Layer Networks

There are several sources of latency in L2 Layer network for a packet. They are (a) store and forward latency, (b) switch fabric latency, (c) queuing latency out of which store and forward latency is dominating factor being dependent on the number of bits being transmitted.

Store and Forward Latency ($L_{sf}$): Store and Forward (SF) latency refers to the basic operating principle of the L2 level switch. The switch stores the packets in its buffer until the entire frame is received. A few modern day switches start processing and transmission to output port even before the packet is completely received. The switch then processes the headers for identifying a destination. The latency introduced by this is proportional to the the size of the frame and inversely proportional to the bit rate as follows:

$$L_{sf} = \frac{FS}{BR}$$

where $FS$ is the frame size in bits, $BR$ is the bit rate in bits/sec.

IV. SCISSORS FOR DEALING WITH HEADER REDUNDANCIES

We introduce the notion of “Flow-ID”. Flow-ID is a numeric identifier. This is used as a replacement for headers. However, some fields in the original header (e.g., Internet header, total
The programming control provided by the SDN makes it viable for us to design a system that can be benefited from Flow-ID’s. We propose Scissor framework that combines the flexibility provided by SDN along with Flow-ID’s to deal with redundant header information. Fig. 2 shows the Scissor architecture consisting of the controller, OpenFlow switches and host machines.

In OpenFlow the first packet of a new flow arriving at an interface of a switch (Step 1 of Fig. 2) is forwarded to the controller (Step 2). The controller generates a Flow-ID for the flow and stores it in its local reference table as illustrated in Step 3. The controller responds back to the switch with an OpenFlow action message consisting of the actions to be performed on the packets of the flow as demonstrated in Step 4 of the Figure. In Scissor, we augment the ‘action’ part of the rule with a boolean ‘SCISSOR’ flag. If the flag is clear, the switch performs the standard actions on the packets and Scissor operation is bypassed. For instance, the flag is set to be clear if the destination address is connected to the same switch. Otherwise (SCISSOR flag set), the switch performs the Scissor operations on the packets and output it to specific port as given in the action part.

Scissor operation consists of two parts (a) replacement of the header information with Flow-ID and (b) trimming down the packet headers before it is forwarded to the output port. Leaving aside the ‘preamble’ and ‘start of delimiter’ fields in the Ethernet Frame, the Flow-ID is stored in 2 bytes of the frame. The ‘preamble’ and the ‘start of delimiters’ are used by the link layers for purposes of determining frame boundaries and are left intact. Trimming down of the header is performed by a specific micro-architectural hardware that selectively discards bits of the header before forwarding it to the output port. Reduction can be achieved up to 254 bits in the header. This includes 144 bits from the Ethernet frame (Ethernet Src[6 bytes], Ethernet Dst[6 bytes], Ethernet Type [2 bytes], VLAN Tag [4 bytes]), 76 bits of data in IP header (IPv4 Src address[4 bytes], IPv4 destination address[4 bytes], IPv4 type [2 bytes] and IPv4 [6 bytes]) and about 32 bits of TCP header (TCP Src Port [2 bytes], TCP Dest Port [2 bytes]). Only selected fields (those that are extracted as part of flow information in the controller) from IP and TCP can be trimmed, as this information is made available by the controller at the egress switch to reconstruct the packet fully before delivering it to the end host.

The controller sends a flow insert operation to all the switches along the path of the packet (Step 5 of Fig. 2). This flow entry consists of a “Flow-ID” and associated actions to it. When a packet arrives at the intermediate switches, the ‘Flow-ID’ is extracted from the header and is matched against the entries in the flow table (proactively installed by the controller on the switches). These switches do not perform any scissor operations and do not require any additional hardware. They perform the normal operations of a OpenFlow switch except that they extract the Flow-ID’s from the header and search for a matching entry in the lookup tables.

For the egress switches, the controller sends a flow insert operation that contains the “Flow-ID” and actions to replace the specific fields of the packet with the information extracted as flow at the IS before forwarding it to output port. Step 6 in Figure illustrates the flow insert operation specified by the controller to the egress switch. These values are inserted at specific bit positions and packet is forwarded to the output port to deliver to the end hosts (Step 7).

**Example Demonstration:** In Fig. 2 let us assume that host $h_1$ initiates a communication (a flow) to $h_2$. The figure also shows a sample packet being generated from $h_1$ to $h_2$. For a flow, the Ingress Switch (IS) is the switch through which the packet enters into the network and Egress Switch (ES) is the switch by which it exits out of the network. Shown below are the fields of the packet with the values populated. For sake of brevity we only show a few fields that are common to a flow such as ‘Src IP’ and ‘Src MAC’, ‘Dst IP’ and ‘Dst MAC’ and few fields such as IP Checksum and Identification number that are unique to a packet.

![Table 1: Example Mapping of Flow Information to Flow-ID](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow information</th>
<th>Flow-ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in_port = 1, dl_vlan = 0x1001, dl_vlan_eth = 0x0000, dl_src = 0x0010, dl_dst = 0x0020, nw_proto = 0x0110, nw_src = 10.0.0.10, nw_dst = 20.0.0.20, tcp_src = 5555, tcp_dst = 6666</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram 2: System showing Flow-ID utilization through different steps.](image)
We refer to this packet as ‘f1:p1’. At the IS, the selected fields from the header of ‘f1:p1’ is extracted and is used for locating a matching entry in the flow table. As this is the first packet of a new flow, the lookup will result in a miss and the packet is forwarded to the controller. The controller extracts the flow entry (Src and Dst IP addresses, Src and Dst TCP Port) and generates a corresponding Flow-ID ‘001’. The controller sends a flow insert operation to the IS along with ‘SCISSOR’ bit set. Figure below shows the flow entry in the IS.

![Flow entry in the IS](image_url)

Bit size of the ‘Flow-ID’ is set to hold maximum number of active flows at any point in time. As shown in [6] the number of active flows is about 10000. Therefore, number of bits for storing Flow-ID can be set to 16 bits (Byte aligned). This is a static value and is incorporated by the controller for each incoming new flow. The flows are stored at the controller along with its mapping to ‘Flow-ID’ in a map table. The IS trims the header information.

In SDN, controller is assumed to have complete knowledge of the network state and so are the paths for the flows. The controller also sends the ‘Flow-ID’ along with the actions to all the switches on the path except the ES. The flow entry in the intermediate switches is shown below. It should be noted that as the Ethernet header field (Dst MAC address) will carry the Flow-ID, the match is set against the Dst MAC address. Although the MAC address is 6 bytes, the packet header parser should be modified to select only two bytes to extract the Flow-ID.

![Flow information in the intermediate switches](image_url)

When an intermediate switch receives a packet with the header containing a Flow-ID, it extracts the Flow-ID from the header and performs a lookup operation on the flow table for Flow-ID match. As this will result in a hit the actions associated with the entries are applied to the packet. All intermediate routing are performed based on the Flow-IDs. When a packet arrives at an ES, the packet have to be reconstructed before dispatching it to the end-host. The packet is reconstructed with the information that has been extracted by the controller at the Ingress (other bits remains intact and is carried in the header along the path) and made available at the ES. A packet similar to the one originated by the source host is dispatched to the end-hosts.

**Scissor Hardware**

Fig. 3 illustrates the implementation of Scissor micro-architecture as part of packet editor (refer to the pipeline reference architecture in [7]). As described in the previous section, the scissor operates only on packets for which ‘SCISSOR’ flag is set. The hardware consists of a buffer that temporarily holds the packet along with the complete header.

![Fig. 3. Scissor hardware shown in context of reference switch architecture given in [7].](image_url)

A set of Multiplexers (MUX-1, .. MUX-N) are used to select appropriate field that are to be retained by Scissor. SEL signal that controls the selection of bits from the header is predefined (as the fields to be retained are known *apriori*). Multiplexers select only the required fields and copy it into a output buffer along with the payload. The assigned Flow-ID is copied at the selected bits of the buffer (2 bytes following the frame delimiter) and the packet is ready to dispatch through the output port. The power consumption by these multiplexer are negligible compared to the hardware flow table operations. Intermediate switches / core switches contain TCAM array that has entries with Flow-ID.

An edge switch acts both as ingress for one set of flow and egress for another set of flows. When a packet arrives, the header either contains a Flow-ID (as an egress) or a full header (as an ingress). This will require two flow tables, one with Flow-IDs and another with unmodified flow entries. We propose to use two separate TCAMs (Egress TCAM and Ingress TCAM as shown in Fig. 3) each capable of storing half of the target number of entries. One TCAM stores the Flow-ID and associated action and the other stores the flow entry with complete header along with SCISSOR flag. The edge switch as directed by the controller either performs a SCISSORS operations (where it cuts down the header information [IS]) or insert operation (for those packets containing Flow-ID [ES]) where the extracted flow information is inserted into the original position for reconstructing the packets. Due to these separate TCAMs, power gains on the edge switches are lesser than 50% than those obtained from the core switches.

**V. ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION**

Our objective is to measure the following: (a) Power gain due to the reduced number of bits for storing the Flow-ID in the hardware tables and operations performed on it, (b) end-to-end latency gain obtained due to reduction of packet size being transferred. Measurement of the end-to-end latency and power gain require fine grained flow level data traces both at the switches and the end hosts. In [8] it has been established that obtaining such fine grained flow level details and related data traces are difficult due to expensive instrumentation required.
A. Simulation Setting

We consider three configurations for our experiments: (a) L2 based switching device consisting of 60 bit (48 bit for source MAC + 12 bit for VLAN tag) flow entry, (b) OpenFlow standard based switching device consisting of 356 bits flow entries (15 tuple flow entries) and (c) Scissor based switching device consisting of 16 bits flow entries. We have considered three different topologies (Fat tree (taken from [9], 2-tier multi rooted tree and multi-tiered multi rooted tree presented in [6]) representing diverse set of DC environments such as Enterprise DC, University DC and Cloud DC’s. Flows are generated by our simulator according to traffic characteristics for various DC’s adopted from the existing studies presented in [6] [10] and is presented in Table II.

B. Power Gain

We simulate the arrival of packets at the switches based on the distribution presented in Table II. According to Equation 2 we require the number of packets that requires lookup and insert operations. Table III shows the number of packets arriving at a switch representing a new flow (first packet of a new flow) and that of an existing flow.

We use TCAM modeling tool available in [11] to observe the power consumption for different sizes. We fix the number of flow entries to 100000 and measure the power consumption for varying sizes of bit-line. We use traffic characteristics of 3 different DC environments (shown in Table III) to simulate the TCAM power consumption. Table IV shows the power consumed by various operations of TCAM. It can be seen that power consumed varies significantly with the size of the TCAM (both the number of entries and the bit-line). The power consumed to perform a write/insert operation with 16 bits is about 4 times lower than the 60 bit and 15 times lower than the 356 bit entry. A lookup/search operation with 16 bits can consume about 4 times lesser than 60 bit and 13 times lesser than the 356 bit entry.

Fig. 4 (a) presents the power consumption (according to Equation 2) on the core and Fig. 4 (b) show the power consumption at edge switches for Enterprise and Univ DC’s. At the core switches, a L2 switching fabric would consume about 2.5 times more power and a OpenFlow enabled switch will consume about 12 times more compared to a Scissor switch. Therefore, in core switches Scissor switch gives best power saving. These gains are lower in the edge switches as the power saving is obtained only for the egress flows. In Enterprise / Univ DC’s around 40-90% of traffic leaves top of the rack switch and therefore the overall gains would be about 35% of the best case (saving of 12 W with respect to the best case of 35 W in core switch). For the Cloud DC’s around 75% of the traffic would be observed within the rack, where no scissoring operation will be performed. Therefore the observed power gains is only about 20% of the best case.

C. Latency Reduction

Latency is a function of network load. We consider bandwidth of 10 Gbps for computing the bit rates supported by the links. We measure the time taken for the flows to complete based on the number of switches that the packets traverses and assuming a constant queuing delay for all packets at the switches. Fig. 5 plots the CDF of flows and the latency reduction in Enterprise / Univ DC and Cloud DC environment. It can be observed that in the case of Enterprise / University environments about 40-50% of the flows experience no gains (as 30-40% is within the racks) in latencies. Flow traversing outside the top of rack switch which constitutes about 60-90% have reduced latencies by about 10-30% compared to non-scissors environment. In case of the Cloud DCs around 70-85% of the flows do not experience reduced latencies. This is primarily due to the fact that around 70% of the traffic being intra-rack and does not traverse the network. The traffic that
traverses the network (30%) shows reduction of latency again by about 15-20%. These gains are highly significant especially when the latency bounds are stringent.

D. Cost of Signaling

Scissors do not add additional stress on the signaling required to setup the rules for header trimming. According to OpenFlow specification [4], the first packet of flow is sent to the controller. The controller is assumed to be a logically centralized entity that provides every switch with information of trimmed packets. The controller is associated with inserting a Flow-ID, instructions to trim the header, routing according to the Flow-ID, restoring back the header. Therefore, the number of operations involved in signaling does not change due to Scissors functionality. However, currently the action consisting of trimming the headers requires specialized hardware to selectively output bytes of data to the output ports in the ingress switch and inserting specific bytes of data in the packet at the egress switch. These operations incur negligible latency and power (as shown in the Section (IV)).

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section we position our work among related systems, which we classify under the following three categories: header compressions, deduplication and dynamic routing systems. A survey of header compression work have been presented in [12]. ROHC [13], IPHC [14] attempt to compress the segments of header (IP headers/ TCP header segment). ROHC and IPHC operate by exploiting the repetitiveness found in the information carried in the header. Compression technique have also been applied to latency sensitive applications such as multimedia data [15]. In [15], the RTP headers have been identified to have redundant information and latency gains have been shown by compressing them. We distinguish our work along three different ways. Firstly, tagging helps removing header redundancies much lower in the protocol stack while retaining routing capabilities. Secondly, our approach is performed transparently in the network. Such an architecture would be highly beneficial to DC environments where several thousands of end-hosts run critical applications. Ultimately, our work is complimentary to those approaches that deal with the redundancy through compressions techniques.

De-duplication techniques have not only been confined to the headers but have been applied to segments of payload in [16] [17]. Such techniques identifies repeating payload segments in packets and eliminate them through indexing. Our approach applies similar concept to extract the header information with the support of emerging SDN framework. In [18] dynamic addresses are assigned to nodes and routing is performed based on these addresses. However, the focus of such work have been to provide transparent routing for migrating nodes and is not applied in the context of the header redundancies. Our approach is along those lines of providing dynamic tags for routing the packets while keeping our focus on removing redundant headers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In an attempt to have combined gains on power, latency and cost we have identified header redundancy as an optimization target. We propose Scissor that deals with the redundant header information by trimming them at the lower most stack. This provides significant reduction in the size of the header information. Scissor exploits the emerging SDN framework and utilizes OpenFlow a standard for SDN to eliminate the redundant header information. Scissors shows significant latency improvement (as high as 30%) while switch fabric power gain can be about 2.5 times of a standard L2 switch.
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